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Jane’s Master Sett Chart encompasses more than 40 years of weaving

experience, trial & error and extensive sampling with many of our

yarns. This chart is an invaluable treasure trove of weaving advice.

Click on the link to check out the PDF version of Jane’s Master Sett

Chart or on this link to watch Jane show us how to use the Sett Chart.

Jane’s Master Sett Chart – Jane Stafford Textiles

Sett also depends on the slipperiness of the yarn. A slick reeled silk

or shiny rayon will need to be sett tighter than a spun silk, smooth

cotton, or silk noil of the same diameter to be stable. Woolen and

worsted wools will take somewhat different setts as will tow and line

linen, mercerized and unmercerized cottons, etc.

Understanding sett | Weavolution

Peggy’s Weaving Tips > About sett. The sett is the density of the

warp. It is the number of ends (warp threads) per inch (epi). The sett

you choose depends on the yarns, the weave structure (e.g., plain or

twill, etc.) and the intended purpose of the finished piece (e.g., a

loosely-woven shawl or upholstery in a tight, firm weave, or anywhere

in between).It is obvious that a thin thread like sewing thread would

have more threads per inch than a fat, wool yarn.
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Peggy's Weaving Tips > About sett - Peggy Osterkamp's ...

Those three numbers at end of each listing are the setts: 16 for lace,

20 for plain weave, and 24 for twill. Each of the three ought to

produce a well made cloth when woven as a balanced fabric (i.e. the

same picks per inch as ends per inch) in the corresponding structures.

Deciding on a sett - Weaving With Janet Dawson

Yarn selection and sett are at the heart of what makes woven cloth

great. When pondering the question of sett, fabric design, and yarn

substitution, an underused resource by rigid-heddle weavers is a sett

chart. A sett chart is a list of yarns described in generic terms,

their yardage, and a range of suggested setts.

Geeking out on Sett Charts - Yarnworker - Know-how for the ...

In the piece woven at 4 epi with a very fat weft bundle, the weaving

has a lot of texture and the horizontal lines are quite wavy. Tapestry

sett example, 4 epi on 12/15 cotton seine twine warp with 6 strands of

Harrisville Designs Koehler singles. In the piece woven at 8 epi, the

weaving has less texture and the horizontal lines are less wavy.

Sett: What does it have to do with tapestry weaving ...

April 16, 2018 by Liz. To get the cloth you want, the secret is in the

sett. To guesstimate sett, the spacing of the yarn in the rigid-heddle

reed, conventional wisdom has the weaver wrapping yarn around a ruler

for an inch, allowing the yarns to sit next to each other, not invade

each other’s space, and be in a semi-relaxed state.

Meet the Sett Checker - Yarnworker - Know-how for the ...

If you are doing plain tabby weave, wpi / 2 = epi. So if your yarn had

24 wraps per inch, you will want 12 ends per inch in your warp. If you

are doing a standard twill weave, wpi * 2/3 = epi. So if your yarn has

24 wraps per inch, you will want 16 ends per inch in your warp.

*However!

Calculating WPI, EPI & Sett in Weaving

Table of Recommended Setts for Weaving: cotton, linen, silk yarns. The

sett of your cloth can vary, depending on your yarn and the desired

drape of your fabric. Below is a table of recommended setts. To

achieve the correct result, it is best to sample. Weave a small

section, and wash your sample before continuing with your project.

Beginner Weaving – Table of Setts – All Fiber Arts

The average-sized sett for a kilt in modern times is 5 to 6 inches (12

- 15 cms) which gives around 250 threads per sett using a medium

weight wool yarn. If of course you were using a much thinner yarn such

as silk then that thread count could multiply by three or four.

Thread Counts | Scottish Tartans Authority

Sett = 35 - ((2 * 35)/ (2 + 4)) Sett = 23.4; The result can be rounded
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up to a sett of 24 epi. It is best to weave a small sample, and wash

or wet finish it. As each weaver has a different 'hand' or weaves with

a slightly different tension, the resulting fabric may yield a

different product. The sett will have to be adjusted to obtain the

desired result.

To Determine Sett - Anchorage Weavers and Spinners Guild

http://kelly-casanova.blogspot.com.au...

http://www.kellycasanovaart.etsy.com

https://www.facebook.com/kellycasanov...

https://www.pinterest.com/kelcasanova/

What is sett?! - YouTube

Twill Weave. I = 2. R = 4. Sett = 35 – ( (2 * 35)/ (2 + 4)) Sett =

23.4. The result can be rounded up to a sett of 24 epi. It is best to

weave a small sample, and wash or wet finish it. As each weaver has a

different ‘hand’ or weaves with a slightly different tension, the

resulting fabric may yield a product.

Beginner Weaving – Correct Sett: aa081398 – All Fiber Arts

http://www.kellycasanovaweavinglessons.com

http://www.kellycasanovaart.etsy.com

https://www.facebook.com/kellycasanov...

https://www.pinterest.com/kelcasanova/

How to determine sett - YouTube

In terms of sett, that reed is what determines and maintains the sett.

An 8-dent reed holds 8 warp ends per inch in perfect alignment. No

other weaving tool does it this well. Pipe looms and sett. Many

tapestry weavers use pipe looms of some kind. Simple to use and very

versatile, they are a great choice.

Sett: Looms and tools — Rebecca Mezoff

Weaving for Kids Felting for Kids Rug Hooking for Kids Knitting /

Crochet for Kids Odds and Ends for Kids Craft Kits. Shop by Brand.

Shop by Holiday. 4th of July Easter Halloween ... Common Yarns Sett

Chart.

Common Yarn Sett Chart - The Woolery | Weaving - Spinning

Tartan, mostly associated with Scottish culture, is a woven cloth

consisting of a criss-cross pattern, known as the sett. Recognised the

world over as a symbol of Scottish heritage, Tartan is used to create

Scottish kilts, bagpipes, scarfs and other fashion items. Have you

ever wondered how this iconic material is made?

How is Tartan Made? | News, Events & Updates from ...

Double Binding (Dubbelbindning) is a type of double-faced weave that

is used mainly for rugs and blankets. Two sets of weft are woven, and

the wefts switch places on opposite sides of the woven article. When

used for rag rugs, this makes a sturdy, double-thickness rug.
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Weaving Glossary – Warped for Good

Weaving tartan: chain-making for the sett pattern By Nick Fiddes This

is the fifth in a series of in-depth articles describing the seven

stages of creating a bespoke kilt length at DC Dalgliesh , the world's

only specialist hand-crafted tartan weaving mill.
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